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Introduction
Philcat is accessible via our website at: www.pem.org/library/catalog.
If you have any further questions about Philcat, please contact the reference staff at: research@pem.org

Basic Search Functions

The Basic Search screen includes a field for inputting search terms, various fields for searching, and
descriptions of those fields and how to use them (i.e. Title, Author, Subject, etc.)
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Drop down menu of Basic Search

 Title: Enter terms/phrases in any order to search a known title
 Author: Enter individual or corporate author names, order and punctuation optional
 Date left anchored: Enter four digit date to yield all material published that year
• Truncate search (e.g. "187?," "18?") for results during entire decade or century
 Subject: Searches the Subject field of record, which is in Library of Congress Subject Headings
 LC Call Number: Enter as much of known Library of Congress call number in direct order
• If a known call number is not being retrieved, try playing with the punctuation and
spacing
• Generally, the first two letters are together, after which there are spaces before letters but
not before numbers except for dates (e.g. PR2807 .A1 1873)
 Other Call Number: Searches non-LC call numbers
• Includes manuscript collections, Essex County, Clark, and China Ward collections
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In a “Keyword anywhere” search, our catalog will only return records that include all words in the
search bar.
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Staff View: will pull
up full MARC fields
of record
Highlighted
search terms

This search will return all results with both 'bird' and 'watchers' somewhere in the record.

TIP!

Sometimes the catalog does not highlight every term that it has found; press Ctrl+F to search the
webpage for a term. If you still cannot find the terms you searched in the record, try opening the Staff
View on the left sidebar to view the full record in MARC.
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TIP!

If you would like all records that include either ‘bird’ or ‘watchers’ utilize quotation marks and Boolean
search terms.
Example: “bird” OR “watchers”
Example: “bird” NOT “watchers”

Many more
results
found using
“OR”

This search will return all results with either 'bird' or 'watchers' somewhere in the record.
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TIP!

If you would like to search for a complete phrase in word order, use quotation marks at the beginning
and end of the search
Example: “Bird watchers”
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This search will return all results with ‘bird’ and ‘watchers’ directly next to one another.

TIP!

To expand search results, use a "?" to truncate your search terms and find all possible words with a
specific root.
Example: Bird? Watch? as a keyword search will yield results for all records with bird or birdS
AND watchERS or watchING
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TIP!

When searching for people, try searching just a last name, which may bring up relevant family members
or a truncated version of individual names.
Example: Crowninshield
Use the word “family” after the last name to find materials on multiple family members.
Example: Crowninshield family

Back to top
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Advanced Search Functions
The advantage of Advanced Search includes finding terms in different parts of records or in combining
or eliminating certain terms. With this function, you can use the same strategies as in Basic Search, by
selecting particular fields and using the “And,” “Or,” and “Not” pull down menus.
Year: Make sure to click the button at left if limiting by time span or date range.
You can also search “current material” (published within the last year), or material published in
the last 5 or 10 years (options in the dropdown under “current material”).
Location: Library-designated internal location.
Place: Location of publication.
Type: Material type (i.e. book, manuscript).
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TIP!

Unlike Basic Search, in the Advanced Search function adding quotation marks around a phrase
does not search the phrase as a whole (e.g. “bird watchers”). You must select “as a phrase” from
the drop down menu next to the search bar. You can also search “any” of the words or “all” (but
not necessarily in order) of the words in your search bar.
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Let’s say you want to search 19th century manuscripts related to Crowninshield shipping without pulling
up material relevant to Benjamin Crowninshield. Your advanced search might look something like this:
1. Search for records with both “Crowninshield” and “Shipping”
2. Exclude results with “Benjamin”
3. Search only records from 1800 to 1900 (remember to click that left button!)
4. Search only manuscript material
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This search will return all 1800-1900 manuscripts with the word “shipping” and “Crowninshield” in the record, but excluding the
word “Benjamin,” as seen below.
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Subject Search

Subject Search will return results of library-defined subject headings (if you want a better
understanding of the terminology used for library subjects, you can check out the Library of Congress
Subject Authority Headings). Subject(s) can be found at the bottom of each catalog record and are a
way to link between relevant topics and people.

Subject heading
links

TIP!

To find other resources with the same subject heading, click on the subject heading link.
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Author Search

Searching this index will produce an alphabetized list of authors. Try searching for just a last name,
which may bring up relevant family members or a truncated version of individual names.
Example: Crowninshield

Use the word “family” after the last name to find materials on multiple family members.
Example: Crowninshield family
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Persistent Links
Each record in Philcat has a Persistent Link which can be used to find the same record in perpetuity.
When you initially open a catalog record, the URL is temporary and will not exist if you try to use it
later. Use the Persistent Link to jump directly to a specific record at any time. This will open a new tab
with the same record in it, but the URL will be permanent.
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Sorting Results
When you search, results are automatically sorted by relevance. Other options for sorting include
“Title,” “Author,” “Publish Date,” and “Publish Date Descending.”
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You can also limit by material type (Books, Serials, or Manuscripts.) “Books” include everything with
an LC or other print call number.
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Saving Results
Results and searches can be saved in several ways. Email research@pem.org to have an account created
in your name. By logging in, you can save searches to re-run in future, mark records for printing,
exporting, or emailing, and add records to a list to save for later.

Account holders can save searches and get alerts when new records have been added with their search terms
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Check the record results you want to Print, Export, Email or Add to List.

Back to top
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